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Some slides from the workshop 
are in Spanish

Refer to the Language B Guide B 
for the  English counterpart.



Conceptual understanding

We understand something not when we understand topics but 
concepts. 

Example: Change in education through time. Apply the concept change 
through all subjects.

Transferring concepts through subjects: Immigration. 

Deep Learning: Memorable learning





5 Main Topic areas





Do a little bit of each theme 
the first year!





Topics are extremely flexible. We 
can even change the subtopics 
and add new subtopics to your 

lessons.



Standard Level: 150 hours
Higher Level: 240 hours





HL, critical thinking In writing 
more questions posed to get the 

best grade
Abstract topics, extrapolate

Example: SL: describe a concert, give an opinion

HL: describe the concert, give and opinion and why would you 
recommend (justify, evaluate, give suggestions, extrapolate without 

getting out of the topic), this would be text B in HL in old papers. 
Integration.





A fixed structure of text types is 
never given by the IB due to the 

fact that there are different 
languages & dialects within 

languages





Important: It is never a literary 
analysis. It has to be focused on 
the literary passage and the idea 

is not to describe the book in 
detail.



CAS and TOK are 
incorportated in the new 

course



PAPER 1 SL/HL WRITING







External writing assessment 
SL page 33

External writing assessment  
HL page 37



Criterion A: SL and HL Band 
10-12

Key: Focus on the vocabulary 
band



Introduce complex sentence structures in HL!

Vocabulary: Specific idioms (SPA, FR,ENG)
Use of subjunctive (SPA, FR)

Grammar: Grammar inversion (ENG)
Subordinate sentences (SPA, FR, ENG)

Periphrasis (SPA: Estoy a punto de acabar/ FR: Je ne saurais accepter 
cette décision

Figures of style: Le roi des animaux/ The king of animals
Phrasal verbs (ENG)



Criterion B: Message SL & HL
There is no difference in the 

band BUT in HL, deep thought is 
asked in the third element.



Criterion C:  Message SL &HL 
No difference







Text type will be in 
alphabetical order. They 

need to think about the best 
text type for their writing



Before writing: Structure

Receiver: Students
Objective: Convince

Context or conflict (what´s happening?, what triggers 
the situation?): Visit to the immigrant center (nouns)

(always within the school context)
Requirements: describe, explain

(verbs) 
SL 2 questions, HL 3 questions)

Factual knowledge is not evaluated





Audio
Trailers, TV series

(pearltrees)



In Ab Initio: Text C is the same 
as Text A in SL

In SL text C is Text A in HL
The questions are different

(Reading, Listening)





Multiple choice, 
fill in the gaps

Same structure as the  listening 
sample, always.

The last one is usually more 
difficult



SL
2 minutes text A

2.5 minutes text B
3 minutes text C



HL
3 minutes text A

3.5 minutes text B
4 minutes text C



August 2019, audio format will be published and also the exact times will 
be published from den Haag,

conducted with headphones or in the whole area of the school
SL

4 minutes given before A
2 minutes repeat text A

4 minutes text B
2 minutes repeat text B

4 minutes text C
2 minutes repeat Text C

2 minutes to end the test

In HL it is longer, and some abstractions are placed in the listening 
questions







SL

Visual Stimulus, 2 pictures shown (it can be ad, photos, photoshop, comics). Only related to the Thematic area and it 
has to be explicit. Add something related to what you have done in the classroom.

15 minutes preparation

They can take notes. The notes have to be kept at the school.

Related to the topic but create a helpul link with a proper question towards a second topic from the thematic area. 

It has to be linked to the target culture (very important)

Stick to the time for each part.

Explicit: change the topic for general discussion, totally different.  Not only facts but also some comparison with their 
culture (Intercultural)



HL

2 literary books. Choose 2 passages from both books, 300  words. They cannot read the passages when they choose 
them.

They can take notes but not on the passage!!! Send a clean copy to Cardiff.

1. Presentation, 3-4 minutes: Characters, how they felt in the passage, how can you link the passage to the book, how can 
you change this scene. Explain the book, who wrote it, what it is about (very short), summary of the passage (very short), 
personal interprtation (why is this scene important, why is this a key element in the book, where is placed in the book). 

2. Discussion , 4-5 minutes: Do not ask about literary nuances.  Focus on the passage.

How do you feel about this scene? What does this part of the passage mean? Do you imagine such scene in your culture now? 
How do you link this passage to the theme area? How do you think is the relationship between both characters? Why do you 
think he feels angry/happy/sad?  What do you think is the role of...? Which resources does the writer use to convey 
sadness/happiness...? What happens next? How do you react to this scene? If you could change something from this scene, what 
would you change? 

Important: Not the same questions for each student.

3. Discussion theme 5-6 minutes: Change to the theme. It has to be different from the theme of the book. In HL you can ask 
for more than one theme during this part of the conversation with the student.






